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January 5, 2000

Secretary of the Commission
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike, One White Flint North
Rockville, MD 20852-2738
Attn: Docketing & Services Branch

Re: Private Fuel Storage - Docket No. 72-22 - ASLBP No. 97-732-02

To the Secretary of the Commission:

Enclosed please find (1) the original Affidavit of Dr. Alan Soler filed in conjunction
with "Applicant's Objections and Responses to State of Utah's Fifth Set of Discovery
Requests," dated the December 13, 1999, (2) the original Affidavit of Paul Trudeau filed in
conjunction with "Applicant's Objections and Responses to State of Utah's Fifth Set of
Discovery Requests," dated the December 13, 1999, (3) the original Affidavit of Dr. Alan
Soler filed in conjunction with "Applicant's Response to State of Utah's Motion to Compel
Applicant to Respond to State's Fifth Set of Discovery Requests," dated December 27, 1999,
and (4) the original Affidavit of Dr. Alan Soler filed in conjunction with "Applicant's Motion
for Summary Disposition of Utah Contention GG - Utah Contention GG - Failure to
Demonstrate Cask-Pad Stability During Seismic Event for TranStor Casks," dated December
30, 1999. The signature pages of the affidavits filed with these documents were facsimile
copies.

Please call me at 202-663-8304 if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Paul A. Gaukler

cc: (Without enclosure) G. Paul Bollwerk m, Esq.
Dr. Jerry R. Kline
Dr. Peter S. Lam
Adjudicatory File, Atomic Safety

and Licensing Board Panel

| 202.663.8000 Fax: 202.663.8007 I www.showpittmon.com

Washington, DC
New York
London2300 N Street, NW Washington, DC 20037-1128
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Sherwin Turk, Esq.
Denise Chancellor, Esq.
Diane Curran, Esq.
John Paul Kennedy, Sr., Esq.
Richard E. Condit, Esq
Joro Walker, Esq.
Danny Quintana, Esq.

_____I
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 


BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD 


In the Matter of ) 
) 

PRIVATE FUEL STORAGE L.L.C. ) Docket No. 72-22 
) 

(Private fuel Storage Facility) ) ASLBP No. 97-732-02-ISFSI 

DECLARATION OF DR. ALAN SOLER 

Pro Alan Soler states as. tollows lUlder penalties ofperjury; 

1. I am an RxecLltive Vice-President with Holtcc Intemalional. In thi~ 

position. I am responsible for the development ofanalytical methods to evaluate cask 

designs. 

2. I am duly authorized to verify ApplicanT's Response to State's fifth 

Requests fot: Pisco\lcry; specificaUy~ Request for Admission No. 18 and Interroga.Tory 

No- 1. 

3. I certifY that the statemenB and opinions in such respons~ are ~ and 

correct to the best ofmy personal knowledge and belief. 

I declare under penalty ofperjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on December 13.1999. 

Dr. Alan Solt:r 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

NUCLEAR. REGULATORY COMMISSION 


BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LIC£NSlNG BOARD 

In the Mattt:r of ) 
) 

PRIVATE FUEL STORAGE L.L.e. ) Docket No. 72·22 
) 

(Private Fuel Storagt:'! Facility) ) ASLBP No. 97-732-02-ISFSl 

DECLARATION OF P.'\UL TR.UDEA(J 

1. I tim the Lead Geotechnical Engmeer with Stone & Webster Engineering 

Corporation (Stone & Webster) for the PrivAte fuel Storage Facility ("PFSF'j pTOject. 

2. I am. duly authoriud to verify Applicant's Response to State's Fifth 

Requests for Discovery; spl;':cifically. Request for Admission No. 16lUld Intcrrogmory 

No.!. 

3. Jcenify that the statements and opinions in SllCh responses are true ana 

correct to tb.: best ofmy personal knowleilge and belief. 

I declare under penalty of pe1jury that the foregoing is nue and COrrect. 

Executed on Decem.ber 13. 1999



UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 


Before the Atomic Safety And Licensing Board 


In the Matter of ) 
) 

PRIVATE FUEL STORAGE L.L.e. ) Docket :-.ro. 72-22 
) 

Facility) ) ASLBP :-.ro. 97-732-02-ISFSI(Private Fuel 

DECLARATION OF DR. ALAN SOLER 

Dr. Alan Soler states as follows under penalties of perj my: 

1. I am an Executive Vice-President with Holtec International ("Holtec"). 

Holtec is a vendor of storage casks for the Private Fuel Storage Facility ("PFSF"'). My 

professional and educational experience is summarized in the resume attached as Exhibit 

1 to this declaration. 

') In my capacity as Executive Vice-President for Holtec, I oversaw and am 

responsible fc)r the revised analysis of the cask stability of the TranStor cask during the 

design basis seismic event entitled, "PFSF Site-Specific Cask Stability Analysis for the 

TranStor Storage Casks," HI-992295. This analysis was submitted to the NRC on 

September 23, 1999, and transmitted to the State on September 30, 1999. I am also 

familiar with Utah Contention GG raised by the State of Utah in the :-.rRC licensing 

hearing for the PFSF. 

3. Prior to my cutTent employment with Holtec International, I was a 

Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics at the University of 

Pennsylvania. As an Assistant, Associate, and full Professor over a 26 year period, I 

taught graduate and undergraduate courses in mechanical engaged in funded 

and was an active consultant to industry on various mechanical engineering 
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matters. In several of my consulting matters. I conducted experiments to determine the 

coefficient of friction bet\veen tVI'O contacting surfaces. 

4. I have reviewed Contention Utah GG as well as the State's basis 

underlying the contention. In Utah GG, the State claims that PFS "used a non

conservative 'nonsliding cask' tipover analysis that did not consider that the coeflicient 

of friction may vary over the surface of the pad, and did not consider the shift from the 

static case to the kinetic case when considering momentum of the moving casks. ,. 

5. In the basis for the contention, the State similarly claims that a "faetor not 

considered by ... Advent Engineering Services, Inc., who evaluated the tipover analysis 

using the horizontal seismic forces, is that the coefficient of friction may vary over the 

surface of the pad ..... However. the coefficient of friction, which is larger when the 

casks are static, also reduce under dynamic conditions of an earthquake. Advent 

Engineering did not consider the shift from the static case to the kinetic case when 

considering the momentum of the moving casks." State of Utah's Request for 

Consideration of Late-Filed Contention GG, at 7-8 (footnote omitted). 

6. Based on the language of the Contention and its stated basis, the subject of 

Utah GG is the value of the coefficient of friction used, or not used, in the analysis, 

including the potential shift from a static value for the coefticient of friction to a dynamic 

value. Specifically, contention Utah GG vvas made with respect to the initial cask 

stability analysis performed for the TranStor cask by Advent Engineering. The analysis 

by Advent assumed that the cask was analytically pinned at one edge and therefore the 

coet1icient of ihction between steel and concrete was not considered. This approach 

conservatively favors the tendency of a cask to tipover because all of the applied force 

acts to tipover the cask and no torce is expended to overcome the frictional foree. 

Because the coet1icient of friction was not considered in this analysis, variations in the 

coefficient of friction and the shift in the coeiTicient of friction from the static case to the 

kinetic case, i.e., sliding, were not relevant. Utah GG challenges the adequacy of the 

"nonsliding cask" tipover analysis performed by Advent. (As I will explain in a 
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subsequent declaration in support ofa Motion for Summary Disposition of Utah GG, the 

revised Holtec cask stability analysis for the TranStor cask contained in HI-992295 

addresses the coet1icient of friction issues raised in Utah GG.) 

7. I have reviewed Requests for Admissions Nos. 10,11, 1 19 and 20(b) 

contained in the State's Fifth Set of Discovery Requests directed to the Applicant, dated 

December 1,1999. I have also reviewed the technical arguments in the State of Utah's 

Motion to Compcl Applicant to Respond to State's Fifth Set of Discovery Requests, 

dated December 20, 1999 made in support of the State's motion to compel answers with 

respect to Requests for Admissions Nos. 10, 11, 1 19 and 20(b). These requests do not 

address or seek information concerning the value of the coefficient of friction that should 

be used in the cask stability analysis for the TranStor cask, the subject of Utah GG. 

8. The State in its motion claims that flexible behavior of the pad will affect 

the "friction" between the cask and the pad and that lift off between the pad and the cask 

will affect the application of "friction" on the pad. The State's use of the term "friction" 

in both contexts confuses the concepts of "coefficient of friction" and "friction force." 

9. The "coefficient of lTiction" is a property associated with a contact point 

between two surfaces. The value of the coefficient of friction is dependent on the 

characteristics of the two materials at the interfaee contact point and also whether the 

materials are in motion, relative to each other, along a direction parallel to the interface 

surface. The coefficient of frietion behveen two materials at rest at the interface contact 

point, i.e. the static case, may be slightly more than for the same materials in relative 

motion, i.e., the kinetic case. The coefficient of friction shifts fI'om the static case to the 

kinetic case upon the initiation of relative movement. The value of the coetlicient of 

friction is not influenced by the magnitude of the contact pressure at the interface contact 

point Thus, the value ofthe "coefficient of friction" -~ which is the subject ofl)tah GG 

wi 11 not be int1uenced by nexi ble behavior of the pad and any lift OIl between the pad and 

cask. 
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10. The coefficient of friction is independent ofthe friction torce. The local 

comprdsive pressure at any point on the interface between twO contacting surfaces 

multiplied by the coefficient offriction gives a lateral shear resistance at the local point. 

The friction torce is the integrated 'Value of this shear resisrance over the area of contact 

ofthe two surfaces at any instant in time. Thus,. the "'friction force" can be influenced by 

flexible behavior ofthe pad and any lift offbetween the pad and cask. but is not the 

subject of Utah GG. 

11. The State abo claims that any lift offbetween the pad and the cask or 

flexible nature ofthe pad will aftect the shift from the static case to the kinetic case. 

Again, the friction force would he affected. but neither the values oftbe coefficient of 

friction for the static and kinetic cases. nor the change in value from the static coefficient 

of friction to the kinetic coefficient of friction would be affected by any lift offbetween 

the pad and the cask or flexible nature ofthe pad. 

12. The State also daims, with respect to Request for Admission No. 20, that 

over time cold bonding between the cask and the pad could occur which ''may direL11y 

and significantly impact the transition from the static to the kinetic case." However, if a 

ca~ truly cold-bonded to the pad. it could not move and there would be no transition 

from the static to the kinetic case. Moreover, cold bonding would increase the stability of 

the storage cask. not decrease it. 

I declare under penalty and peJj ury that the foregOing is true and correct. 

Executed on December 24.1999. 

Dr. Alan Soler 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 


B~fore the Atomic Safety And Licensiug Board 

In the Maner of ) 
) 

PRIVATE FUEL STORAGE L.L.C. ) Docket No. 72-22 
} 

(Private Fuel Storage Facility) ) ASLBP No. 91-732-02-1SFSI 

DECLARATION OF DR. ALAN SOLER 

Dr. Alan Soler stales as follows under penalties ofpeJjlU)'= 

1. I am an Executive Vice--President with Holtec International ("Holtec'"). 

Holtec is a vendor ofstorage casks for the Private Fuel Storage Facility ("PFSF"). My 

professional and educational experience is sununarized in the fe5UIIle attached as Exhibit 

1 of this declaration. 

2. In my capacity as Exeeutive Vice· President for Holtec, 1 oversaw and am 

responsible for the revised analysis of the cask stability ofthe TranStor cask during the 

design basis seismic event entitled. "PFSF Site-Specific Cask Stability Analysis tor the 

TranStor Storage Casks," ffi-992295. (Exhibit 2 to this Declaration.) This analysis was 

submitted to the NRC on September 23.1999, and transmitted to the State on September 

30, 1999. I am also familia! with Utah Contention GG raised by the State ofUtah in the 

NRC licensing hearing for the PFSF. 

3. Prior to my current employment with Holtec International. 1was a 

Professor ofMechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics at rhe University of 

Pennsylvania. As an Assistant. Associate, and full Professor over a 26 year period, I 

taught graduate and undergraduate courses in mechanical engineering, engaged in funded 

research, and wqs an active f:onsultant to induSl'IY on various mechanical engineering 

maners. 
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4. In lhe initial License: Application for the PFSF. dated June 20, 1997, PfS 

concluded that the TranStor cask would remain stable during the sire specific 

detenninistic design eanhq~e. PFS based this conclusion on the analysis perfonned by 

Advent Engineering Services. Inc. The analysis by Advent assumed that the cask was 

analytically pinned at one edge and therefore the coefficient offriction between steel and 

concrete was not considered. 

5. I have reviewed Contention Utah GG as well as the State's basis 

underlying the contention.. In Utah GG, the State claims that PFS '''used a non

conservative 'nonsliding cask' tipover analysis that did not consider that the coefficient 

offriction may vary over the surf4ce ofthe pad. and did not consider the shift from the 

static case to the kinetic case when considering momentum of the moving casks." In the 

basis for the contention. the State Similarly claims that a "factor not considered by 

Advent Engineering Services. Inc., who evaluated the tipover analysiS using the 

horizontal seismic torces, is that the coefficient offriction may vary over the surface of 

the pad. _.. However. the coefficient offriction, which is larger when the casks are 

static, may also reduc\! under dynamic conditions ofan eanhquake. Advent Engineering 

did not consider the shift from the static case to the kinetic case when considering the 

momentum of the moving casks." State ot'Utah·s Request for Consideration of Late~ 

Filed Contention GO, at 7-8 (footnote omined). 

6. Based on the language of the Contention and its stated basis. the subject of 

Utah GO is the value of the coefficient offriction used. or not used. in the analysis. 

including the potential shift from a static value for the coefficient of friction to a dynamic 

value. SpeCifically. contention Utah GO was made with respect to the initial cask 

stability analysis perfonn~d for the TranStor cask. by AdVenT Engineering. Advent's 

approach conseo-alively favors the tendency ofa cask to lipover because all of the 

applied force acts to tipover the cask and no force is expended to overcome the frictional 

force. Because the coefficient offiiction was not considered in this analysis~ variations in 

the coefficient of maion and the shift in the coefficient ofmction from the static case to 
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the kinetic case, i.e .• sliding. were nOt relevant. Utah GG challenges the adequacy of the 

hnonsliding cask" tipover analysis performed by Advent. The revised analysis contained 

in the "PFSF Site.Specific Cask Stability Analysis tor the TnmStor Storage Casks," Ill

992295, addresses these coefficient of friction issues raised in Utah 00. 

7_ The "coefficient offriction" is a measure ofme intensity of the resistance 

to movement ofcontacting surfaces. The valu~ ofthe coefficient offriction is dependent 

on me characteristics of the two materials at the interfacl! contact poim and also whether 

the materials are in motion., relative to each other. along a direction parallel to the 

interface surface. The coefficient of friction between two materials at rest at the interface 

contact point, i.e. the static case, may be slightly more than for the same materials in 

relative motion., i.e., the kinetic case. The coefficient offiiction shifts from the static case 

to the kinetic case UpOn me initiation ofrelative movement. 

8. To analy.ze the stability ofthe Transtor storage cask. Holtec employed the 

same methodology used in the analysis ofthe Hi-Storm 100 storage cask submitted. as 

pan ofPFS'So initial license application filed on June 20. 1997. and u::;ed in two 

subsequent cask stability analysis, the "Seismic Response of Casks at the PFS lSFSI from 

1000 Year Return Seismic Event," HI-992242> Rev.! (August 1999) and the "Seismic 

Response ofCasks at the PFS ISFSI from 2000 Year Seismic Event, ~ Hl-992277 (August 

1999). Under the analytical model. the storage cask is free to slide and impact other 

casks, as well as to tipover. 

9. In its analysis ofthe TranStor storage cask, Holtec evaluated the potential 

for cask tipover and cask-to-cask impact for the design basis seismic event by analyzing 

cask stability at two coefficients onnelion. The analysiS at the lower coefficient of 

friction of0.2 emphasizes the potential ofthe cask. sliding on the concrete pad. anQ would 

account tOr any momentum effects should an impact occur. The analysis at the higher 

coefficient offiiction of 0.8 emphasizes the possibility ofcask tipover. 

~3-
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10. The chosen values of0.2 and 0.8 etfe(;tively bracket the expected range of 

the coefficient of friction fOl' the interaction ofa steel-bottomed cask with a concrete pad. 

Typical upper and lower bounds for the static coefficient offriction givJ;m by various 

handbooks for metal on concrete/stone surfaces range between 0.3 to 0.7. See, e.g., 

Mark's Standard Handbook for Mechanical Engineers 3-22 (Eugene A. Avallone & 

Theoclore Baumeister, Ill, eds.• 10med. I 997) (coefficient of friction for iron on stone 

0.3 to 0.7); Harry Parker and James Ambrose, Simplified Mechanics and Strength of 

Materials 34 (Sib ed. 1992) (coefficient offriction for metal on stone, masonryy or 

concrete - 0.3 to 0.7). KenT'S Mechanical Engineering Handbook 7-28 (C. Carmichael, 

ed.• 12(11 ed. 1965) (coefficient offricrion for steel on stone - 0.420 to 0.491). The value 

fOf the kinetic coefficient offtiction win be slightly less than these values. The value of 

the lower coefficient offiiction analyzed by Holtec of0.2 is less tlum the lower bounds 

from these handbooks. The va1\Jc ofme higher coefficient offiiction analyzed by Holtec 

of 0.8 is greater than the upper bounds from these handbooks.. 

II. Because a cask has a greater potential to slide as the coefficient of friction 

is decreased, the analysis of the cask smbility at the lower cOl!fficient of friction is mote 

likely to res\Jlt in sliding. Correspondingly, as the coefficient offricrion is increased, a 

storage cask. becomes more likely to tipover instead ofsliding. By anaiy2ing high and 

low coefficients affliction. Holrec'g analys.is ensures that the potential effects of both 

cask. tipover and sliding are eval\J1lted. 

12. floltec's analysis ofthe smbility ofthe TranStor casks resolves the issues 

contested by the State in utah GG. First. the analysis addresses the State's concern with 

the ....·nonsliding cask' tipover analysis" by allowing the casks to slide. Because no 

restraints are placed on the movement of the casks. the analysis evaluates the potential for 

both sliding and tipover. Second. by analy2ing two coetllcients of friction that bracket 

reasonably expel."ted values. the revised analysis considers the effect of the coefficient of 

friction varying over the surface of the pad. Any variation in the coetncient of friction 

will be within the range analyzed, and any sliding or tipping will be less than that 
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determined by Holtec. Third. the etIect of the reduction ofthe coefficient of friction due 

to the "shift from the static case to the kinetic case" is considered by the analysis ofcask 

stability at the lower coefficient of friction. Because the lower coefficient of friction of 

0.2 is less than any reduction ofthe coefficient of friction due to the dynamic conditions 

of an eanhquake.lhe revised analysis ofthe TranStor cask conservatively estimates the 

effects ofsliding for me kinetic case. 

I decwe under penalty and PeUUfY that the toregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on December 30.1999. 

Dr. Alan Soler 
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